
CS265/CME309, Fall 2014. Instructor: Gregory Valiant

Constructive Lovasz Local Lemma
[These notes may not be distributed outside this class without the permission of Gregory Valiant.]

1 Introduction
Last class we saw the statement and proof of the original existential Lovasz Local Lemma. In
this class we will see a constructive (algorithmic) version of the theorem. There has been a long
progression of work towards a strong algorithmic version of the theorem over the past two decades
(e.g. [2, 1, 5, 3, 8, 6, 7, 4]). Our treatment will closely follow that of [7].

2 A Constructive Lovasz Local Lemma
Let V be a finite set of independent random variables, and let A denote a finite set of events that are
determined by V . That is, each event A ∈ A maps the set of assignments of V to {0, 1}.

Definition 1. Given the set of independent random variables V and set of events A determined by
the variables of V , define the relevant variables for an event A ∈ A, denoted vbl(A) ⊂ V to be the
smallest subset of variables that determine A.

Definition 2. Given the set of independent random variables V and set of events A determined by
the variables of V , the associated dependency graph GV,A is the graph with vertex set A, and with
an edge between A,B ∈ A if A 6= B, and vbl(A) ∩ vbl(B) 6= ∅.

For notational convenience, for an event A ∈ A, let Γ(A) = {B : vbl(A) ∩ vbl(B) 6= ∅} denote
the neighborhood of A in GV,A including the vertex A.

The following algorithm is one extremely natural approach for finding an assignment to the
variables that avoids all the events A :

Algorithm 3. FIND ASSIGNMENT
Given V , A:

• Choose a random assignment σv for each of the random variables v ∈ V .

• While there exists an A ∈ A such that A(σ) = 1:

– Choose (arbitrarily according to any scheme, randomized or
deterministic) an event A with A(σ) = 1, and update σ by
re-selecting a random assignment to the variables vbl(A).

Theorem 1. [7] Let V be a finite set of independent random variables. Let A be a finite set of
events determined by the random variables in V . If there exists an assignment x : A → (0, 1) such
that for all A ∈ A,

Pr[A] ≤ x(A)
∏

B∈Γ(A)\{A}

(1− x(B)),

then Algorithm 3 will find an assignment to the variables V such that no event of A occurs. Addi-
tionally, the expected runtime of the algorithm is bounded by

∑
A∈A

x(A)
1−x(A)

.
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To prove the above theorem, we will end up bounding the expected number of times each event
A ∈ A can be selected as an event whose variables are to be re-randomized (in the third line of Al-
gorithm 3. To this end, we define the execution log of a run of the algorithm as a list C(1), C(2), . . . ,
where C(i) ∈ A is the event chosen at the ith iteration of the algorithm. (In the case that the al-
gorithm has terminated after k such steps we will say that C(j) is undefined for j ≥ k.) The core
of this argument will be the construction (and analysis) of a “witness tree” corresponding to each
chosen event C(i).

A “witness tree” will simply be a tree whose nodes consist of events of A. We will construct
a tree Ti for each C(i), which one should think of as a tree that will “justify” how we ended
up selecting event C(i) to re-randomize vbl(C(i)). We will define Ti via a sequence of i trees,
Ti,i, Ti,i−1, Ti,i−2, . . . , Ti,1 = Ti as follows. Set Ti,i to be the tree consisting of a single root node
C(i). For each j < i: if C(j) ∈ Γ(A) for some event A that is in tree Ti,j+1, then add node C(j) as
a child of the deepest (furthest from the root, C(i)) occurrence of such an event; if C(j) is not in the
neighborhood of any event [node] in tree Ti,j+1, then set Ti,j = Ti,j+1.

We say that a given “witness tree” T occurs in the execution log C of the algorithm if there exists
some i for which Ti = T.

Lemma 4. For any witness tree T , the probability that T occurs in the execution log is at most∏
nodes A of T

Pr[A].

Proof. First observe that for all pairs of nodes at a given depth of a witness tree, their variable sets
must be disjoint (because if two events have a variable in common, whichever is added to the tree
second will have depth strictly greater than that of the event that was previously added, as it could
be added as a child of that event).

Consider fixing the randomness in the resampling step. That is, for each variable p, we associate
an infinite sequence of values p0, p1, . . . , (that were randomly generated) and we assume that the
kth time the algorithm requests that variable p be resampled, it is assigned value pk. (And the value
p0 was the value assigned at the beginning of the algorithm.) Given some node v in a witness tree
T , with the node v labeled by event A, with p ∈ vbl(A), let Sv(p) denote the set of vertices in tree
T that are deeper than node v and whose associated variable sets also contain variable p. Hence
the value assigned to variable p at the time in the algorithm at which the event associated to v is
considered, will be p|Sv(p)|, since in the execution of the algorithm, variable p had been resampled in
the steps exactly corresponding to vertices in the set Sv(p). For vbl(A) = {p1, . . . , pk}, observe that
the assignments {p|Sv(pi)|

i }must satisfy event A (otherwise event A could not be the event associated
to node v. We now bound the probability that this occurs for all nodes in the tree T .

Consider the following process that “checks” a tree T : beginning at the deepest layer, and work-
ing our way up layer by layer towards the root, for each node v, with associated event A, randomly
select values of vbl(A), and say that the tree “checks” if for all nodes, the corresponding events are
all satisfied. Clearly the probability that a given tree “checks” is exactly the product of the probabil-
ities of the nodes. Now, consider performing this check using the same choice of randomness as the
algorithm, that is, with pk representing the kth random choice of variable p. At the stage in the check
in which we consider a node v corresponding to event A with variable set vbl(A) = {p1, . . . , pk},
the assignment considered will be precisely {p|Sv(pi)|

i }.
Hence the probability that T is a witness tree of an execution log is at most the probability

that tree T “checks” via the above checking process. Note that for any two nodes u, v in a tree T
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that could be a witness tree, the corresponding assignment in the checking process, say {p|Sv(pi)|
i }

and {q|Su(qi)|
i } must be disjoint, and hence the event that node u cheks is independent from the

probability that node v checks. Thus the probability that the entire tree T checks (which upper
bounds the probability that the tree is a witness tree of the execution log) is simply the product of
the probabilities that each of the nodes check, as claimed.

To finish the proof, we leverage the above lemma to bound the expected number of times the
event A will be chosen (to re-randomize vbl(A)) during the execution of the algorithm. Let NA

denote the number of times event A is chosen in the execution log C. Note that NA is also the
number of distinct witness trees with root node labelled A that occur in C. (To see this, note that if
C(i) = A and A has occurred j times in C(1), . . . , C(i), then the corresponding witness tree Ti will
have exactly j nodes labelled with A, and hence the witness trees that occur in C with root node A
will all be distinct.)

Consider a Galton-Watson branching process for generating a witness tree with root node A, in
which nodes take one of a set of different random variables (as opposed to the basic Galton-Watson
process we saw in lecture 7 in which all nodes are generated according to the same random variable).
That is, we start with nodeA at time t = 0, and in general at time t = i+1, for each nodeB ∈ A that
exists at time t = i, we (independently) add a child node D ∈ γ(B) with probability x(D) (where
these choices of x(D) are as prescribed in the statement of the theorem. This branching process will
continue infinitely, or until it dies out (there is some time at which no nodes have children).

The following lemma characterizes the probability that the above Galton-Watson process yields
a given witness tree:

Lemma 5. Define x′(B) = x(B)
∏

D∈Γ(B),D 6=B(1− x(D)). The probability that the above Galton-
Watson process produces a witness tree T with root node A is

pT =
1− x(A)

x(A)

∏
nodes B of T

x′(B).

Proof. For some node v of T labelled by event B, let Wv ⊂ Γ(B) denote the set of neighbors of B
in the dependency graph that are not children of v in tree T . We have

pT =
1

x(A)

∏
nodes v ∈ T

(
x(v)

∏
u∈Wv

(1− x(u))

)
,

where we admit the slight abuse of notation, and use u, v to denote both the nodes in the tree, and
the events corresponding to those labels. Note the leading factor of 1/x(A) is there simply because
A is the root, which is always present by definition of the Galton-Watson process. Simplifying this
expression, we obtain:

pT =
1− x(A)

x(A)

∏
nodes v ∈ T

x(v)

1− x(v)

∏
u∈Γ(v)

(1− x(u)) =
1− x(A)

x(A)

∏
nodes v ∈ T

x′(v),

as claimed.

We now finish the proof of the theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let TA denote the set of witness trees with root node labelled A. By Lemma 4,

E[NA] =
∑
T∈TA

Pr[T occurs in C] ≤
∑
T∈TA

∏
nodes v ∈ T

Pr[v].

From the definition of x′ and the assumptions in the theorem statement, Pr[v] ≤ x′(v), hence

E[NA] ≤
∑
T∈TA

∏
nodes v ∈ T

x′(v).

On the other hand, Lemma 5 shows that∑
T∈TA

∏
nodes v ∈ T

x′(v) =
x(A)

1− x(A)

∑
T∈TA

pT .

Since each Galton-Watson process produces at most one finite-length tree per process,
∑

T∈TA pT =
Pr[G.W. process goes extinct] ≤ 1. Hence, putting together these inequalities, yields

E[NA] ≤ x(A)

1− x(A)

∑
T∈TA

pT ≤
x(A)

1− x(A)
,

and the theorem follows by summing up over all possible root events A ∈ A.
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